PLUGGING RECORD

(Date well was plugged: September 20, 1985. (update to report filed Dec. 19, 1984))

The interval between plugs shall be filled with a heavy mud-laden fluid. Was the well filled with mud-laden fluid as required? Yes

Circulated from surface

Please furnish the following information: (a) Type (b) Depth/Interval (c) Amount of cement

- 13-3/8" - 54.5# 241# 2146-2450 90# Floating
- 8-5/8" 24# 1603 Cement 1333-1603 100# Cement
- Surf. - 10" 5# 54.5#

RECEIVED - PTLD

NOV 1 1985

STATE OF OREGON

COUNTY OF \"\n
COUNTY OF \n
To: \n
Circulated from Surface plugs used? Yes - Cement [\(54.5\)]

Was the well filled with good laden fluid, according to regulations of the Board of the State of Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries? Yes

How was the method applied? Circulated from Surface plugs used? Yes - Cement [\(54.5\)]

Use additional sheets if necessary.

Plug #1 - Hung open ended drill pipe 0 2450' in 7 7/8" hole. Mixed and displaced 90 sacks Class C cement (calculated fill to 2144').

Plug #2 - Hung open ended drill pipe 0 3600' in 7 7/8" hole (8 5/8" casing shoe 0 1603'), Mixed and displaced 100# Class C cement with 3% CaCl 2 (calculated fill to 1343'). Felt & found plug 0 3400' was witnessed by Bill King, 0834.

Was notice given, before plugging, to all available adjoining lease and land owners?

AFFIDAVIT

[Signature]

County of Marion

My commission expires 4/20/86
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